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"MULTIPLICITY

OF REPORTS.

By John B. IVest.

No one who has to do with the profession in connectioa with the purchm or
use of books, can fail to notice the continual complsint of ineressing M84 Of lack,
of sbelf room, of eonfusing citations and other complications &rising from.
plicity of reports. The problem presents itself in an inereningly
year to year as the number of courts and the number of decisions continually in.
crease.

It is said that the annual expenditure for current decisions is $500,000 more
than it would be if the libraries and lawyers were not obliged to purchase theisicase again and again.
Everv unnecessary book or page of a book which is purchased and used must
be sheivea and preserved, and irL many libraries, especiaUy in the large cities, the
question of shelf room is so important that anything which untLecemarily increass"
it is to be avoided.

U'hen the same decisions are published in different form, at different times,
and with different citations-the same case being cited in one book by one and in
anotber by a different citation, and sometimes by different titles, the uncertainty
u to whether the same case is referred to, and if the case is the ume in the different
publications, causes an immense amount of trouble and extra labor for the user.
Sooner or later these conditions must change.
In 1874, when I began dealing with lawyers, there were no publications of all
the current decisious except the official reports. 'Now in every state there are at

least two; in many states there are three, and in at least one state there are four.
Only the official publication has the =ction of the state, and reprmuts the
court. All others are private enterprises, and only some of them claim to be substitutes for the official reports.
If the unofficial publications souglit but temporary existence, perhaps uo great'

harm would result. But, starting to furnish merely a copy of as
ported opinions, the publishers sooa leam that by holding the
and, printing
the matter in book, form they can manufacture, at low mt, an independeut set to

become a candidate for shelf space, use, and separate citation.
The daily records or journals which under various narAes are apnnging up m

all our large cities develop into publishing all current local decisions with byproduct weekly and permanent reporters.
Indeed this is practically 'the history of the so-called reporter svgtem which
at first %did not claim to be a Ltet of reporta. The Northwestern Re'porter (first
called "The Syllabi!'), was started by John B. West & Co.! in 1876, as a means' of
fumiFhing the local practitioner witli copies of all new decisions so promptly and
cheapiv as to save his buying certified copies. The publication was changed to book

form in 1879; the original four volumes ignored, and the publication offered as
supplying the need of an immediate publication of the deci.sions, and also as being
a pemanent substitute for the official reports.
Except for the delayed publication of the official reports, none of the unofacia
publications would have come into existence. And where, to in some states,:the official reports are as prompt as the unofficial publications, the latter have practicall-v

no We.
It is uzmecesury. to infom You that nearly every practitioner in your sUii
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ko-ps up liis set of state reports. Aitliough lie may liave purchased the unofficial
litil-lication for temporary use, he buys the OfBeial 'volumes as they appear because
hL. knows lie must hare the autlientic and perinanent record of his local court. He
aI.D.as that wlienever the publications differ, the court will recopize the official and
nk't ttie other. That there are such differences we all Imow. Their extent and freqtwiivy is a matter not to be considered at this time.
Prior to the appearance of the official volume the unofficial citation has been
iir--d and priiited to such an extent as to make it seem desirable to keep the duplicate
joillilication also. Consequentlv one has upon his shelves two or more publications of
-aine cage where but one ihould be needed.
so far as the problem of -the multiplicity of reports is caused by duplication
of dt-vicions in different publications, the solution seems to lie in mak-ing the publication of the official reports as prompt as the unofficial. That done, the unofficial
I-111,lications will have fulfilled their chief mission. From the standpoint of a lawman this does not seem difficult.
Advance sheets of the official reports are now published in some states, but with
(,-rwin exceptions they are not sufficiently prompt because delayed to allow the
r.-porter to finish his work. This is not necessarT. The advance sheets need contain only the opinions with brief head-notes'or
of the points decided. This
will allow the reporter to take the time necessarv to thoroughly prepare the permaiit-iit edition without preventing the use of official advance sheets in the interim.
There ai-e two means of obviating this difficultv. One is, to supply the additi-inal matter for the permanent edition in the form of an appendix in each volume.
I'IijQ would allow of the decisions being printed in the advance sheets with permar-.w paging. But users object to the necessity of turning to two parts of a boolin

itidvincy a single case.

The alternatire is to print the advance sheets with no paging, having first given
eadi case a number available for citation purpows; This plan is simple, effective
and cloer- not even necessitate the discontinuance of the volume and page citation.
The importance of an official citation for immediate use in text-books, digests,
(-ncyclopedias, etc., is perhaps not sufficiently realized. These works must omit the
C;Isr-. ijot yet officially reported, or publish them without their ofBeial citations. In
eertain localities the profession demands that the unofficial citations shall be given.
In the East the demand for the official citation is imperative, and in some states
the iise of otliers is absolutely forbidden.
Common experience has fixed upon the numerical system as perliaps the best
on(I simplest met6d of keeping impersonal data. Viewed thus, does it not c-eem
ctrange that courts which file and docket their pending cases numericallv should not
recoi-d their precedents in a similar war? Especially since this will enible any one

in manuscript, to cite it as
'having studied a case in anv publicition. or
though it had already appeaied in the official volume. The reporting number or
universal citation being maAe a part of the title when the decision is file(l. will attaeli and appear in any and all copies and all publications thereof. This makes
the vare easilr found and permanently identified.
All that is necessary is that all decirions r-liall be conwutively numbered in the
order in whicli tbev are rendered, and sball be reported and published in their numerical order.
bound volumes of reports should bear appropriate labels showing the number of the first and last cases therein contained. The volumes may be
paged according to the present method of paging, but the number of the case should
also appear on each page.
IA'hen no opinion is file(I or the opinion is withheld or withdrawn because re-
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hearing is granted or for an.v otlier reason, the title of the case with its number
should be printed in the reports in its proper numerical order, witli a statement of
why no opinion appears in connection therewith, and the subsequent decision when
filed sbould receive a new serial nuinber.
The result of this would be that every decision of the court would be accounted
for and the searcher would know if there is anything in the ities which is not izL
his reports.
This numbering kvsteni would make possible the use of an official citation in
all those works of permanent character which must now either leave out the official
citations or leave out the new cases not yet published in the official 6eries. In short,
each case would be marked and identified unchangeably and iinmistakabl y by one
citation, authentic, universal and immediately available.
The advent of the type-setting machine has made the matter of -prompt printing a simple one. It is safe to say that in every Capitol there are several printing
offices that could set up all the opinions filed at any one time, in less than 24 hours.
The decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States are set and printed before
they are fLIed.

Nor -wiU the cost of advance sheets prove.an obstacle. For it must be remembered that the chief item of cost is that of type-setting. But one setting of type
is needed for both advance sheets and permanent edition. The C'Mt of pappr and
press work for one thousand copies of 16 pages each would not exceed $7 .00, and
if the opinions were sent through the mail as a continuous publication at second-

class rates, the postage would be only one cent per pound.
Within the limits of this article it is impossible to deal at length with the question of cost of reports. Usually the laws enacted by each smion of the legislature
are published by the State and either given away or supplied at mt. Even complied laws and codes are sold in many states at nominal priceL It is hard to C-,-e wliv
the State should be thus careful to place its statute law eavily within the- reach of

all, yet permit the equally important law as laid down by the courts to become
the source of large priTate gain. In passing it may be said tbiat instances have
not been wanting where the publication of this important law bu been delayed
that private interests might profit thereby. I have no hesitancy in saying it is
pouible for the decisions of all the courts to be placed on the desks 0 ull interested
therein within forty-eight hours, plus the time of carriage by mail.. at v eost of not
to exceed $1.00 for advance sheets and permanent volume.
The multiplicity of reports has naturaDy resulted in a corresponding increase
irL the number d digests neceuary to be purchased. Thus to the expense and burden of two or more publications of the same decisions is added as many or more

wparate digests purporting, to cover the same cam. For each publication and
group of publications, official or unofficial, has its own digesu and succession of digests, supplement being added to Bupplement until recompilation becomes necessary
--or profitable.
The necessity of in(lex or digest is apparent. "The Teporters must have an
index" was the initial announcement of the American Digest, and from it resulted
the concrete pamgmph, the pud evstem, the one point one place idea, and *thi fixed
classification. Indeed many of the wi-called text-books and encyclopedias owe their
existence to the recopition of this need.

With few exceptions the law books of the past have been constructed, if not
with eventual recompflation actually in mind, at least on a plan which makft rwompilation absolutely unavoidable.
A digest to become pernianent must not be a mere kv-product of can heading.
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Bee vissited a putty factory where, behind closed doors, they were grinding broken

III-.1rble

into powder to be used instead of whiting. On inquiring if it made good

puttv, the iinswer was, "It makes - good money." To hold the type set for syllalius parograplis and use it six times in differen digests, makes goWd money.
A correctly wriften head-note paragraph mav sometimes be used as a digest parhave been properly made from
a._,raph, but every digest, the paragraphs for
ati original study of the cases, wiU contain much that can be found in no svilabus
1N.'est,

And on the recompilation of digests made from head-notes, the

will be found admitting that their former digests were not complete
lilough
e sold as such. Iu a recent recompilation the first topic contains 20 cases,

a wliieh 13 are within the period covered, and 7 are cases omitted from the preious compilation, "found by checking and re-cheeking the reportq.11 It follows
ii-lien this "extra syllabus" matter has ac-cumulated, a recompilation becomes
tweessary.

PeAiaps nothing has done more to preTent the permanency of digests than the
f;&c tikeory that cases and propositions dealing with changing conditions may be
Indfle to fit a rigid classification instead of permitting the classification to chaage
umidually with the growth of the case law. The classification of today wW be as
iiiatlequate in the future as the classification of the past is at this time. We no
6-ii-er need such titles as Pir'acy, and our forefathers did not require such titles as
Electricity., Telegraphs and Telephones, etc., etc.
sti-Lvt
Law is at aU times an approximation of the ideals of justice then predominant. Each Year has its peculiar public problems, and the current law is the solution which each vear finds thereto. The next year fLnds new problems and new
4,4utions of the oid ones. A rigid permanent classification scheme is as impossible
.4 attainment as the universal code.
The digester bound to a fixed 'classification soon finds himself sorely pressed
i-) make certain cases "fit the classification." I remember three excellent digesters
ii-lio spent an entire day in disagreeing as to whether seal fishery casses should be
, Lissified under the topic "Fish" or that of "Game" in the Digest Scheme. It is
(lie old story of the camel's head in the tent. What awms at first a plausible prei, xt for forcing some novel case or new principle into a topic or subdivision to
which it does not naturally belong, leads to hopeless confusion. The only remedy
has been recompilation.

Given properly constructed original digest paragmphs, compiled by the man
wlit) wrote them, and an elastic scheme, supplements thereof can be readily produce3,

vaclh of which will be complete within itself as to the new cases. I have miself
published 6uch digests. If any of you will call at our establishment at St. Paul, I wiu
he pleased to sbow you a set of reports cancelled out line by line, showing how each
case was written up topic bv topic, examined by sometimes as manv as five editors,
baci to the first, and following u'p every citation
proceeding from the I"t
711ade by the court. ll'hen you bave examined this you will not need to be told
tikat lawTers and judges alike skv that the digest so producecl is the best they ever
saw. Iti that state there is now little multiplicitv of digests.
Your desire as librarians is for the greatesi economy consistent with the efficiency of your libraries. It is with reluctance that you purchase books of purely
temporary utility, and the conditions by which you are compelled to do so coinot
be of long duration. For the past thirty odd vears I have been activelv engaged
in the publishing business, and I sincerely hope ihat the riewg which I
izi that
tinlc formulated as to the needs of the profession are not entirely based on my per".1181 interests.

-
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Although inTited to do so, I did not come
to discuss the merits of rnr
own publication, but it is needless to say that being convinced of the deficienci'
es
which I have pointed out, I have endeavored as a publisher to fill the need which
is to me so apparent.

THE USE OF THE LAW LIBRARY.
By James De Witt Andrews.

In the discussions which we have listened to, we have heard a good deal about
how the average lawy&r. goes about his task of looking up the law. This at once
suggests that there are classes of lawyer&-average lawyers, above the average, and
less proficient than the average. It is plain also that the average is but mediocre,

and I take it, tl,,tt in our enleavors to point out the way to use the library, we
should not be satisfied with the methods of the average man, but point out the
method or system of the most proficient.
The value of suggestions of this kind depends largely on the observation and
experience of the person making them, for there is nothing which so tests a theor.V

as to put it into practice.
The views which I shall submit to you are the results of my experience as a
student, practitioner and law writer, extending now over a period of thirty years,
as well as my observation of the methods of the best class of lawyers with whom I
have exchanged views. It has been my fortane to become quite familiar with sev.
eral great libraries and on many occasions to make what we caU exhaustive rec-earch.
I went through this pr-ocess fast nearly thirty years ago under the guidance of Mr.
Griswold, the librarian of the library of New York. at Albany. I believed that the
method pursued was the best, and experience in the preparation and trial of hundreds of cases has confirmed the early impression. The very wide range of subjects
einbraced in my work as a legal author required the study of methods, and what I
Ehall sav here will be the result of this study, obqervation and experiaice.
Th; object of my remarks will be to give those who wish to familiarize themselves with the law 'm general, or to examine any specific question, a clear concep-

tion of what a law library is, whether large or small, and the most economical
method or system of legal research. The increase in the volume of matt6r put
forth requires a constantly increasing need for improvement in statement, and
more system in research. The great body of book users do not use law books for
pleasuie, but for business, and economy &mands that practical results be obtaiied
in the shortest possible time. It is therefore of the highest importance that the in.

vestigation pursues the line of least resistance, and proceeds in Buch a manner that
each step taken shall discoTer all that is to be found along the line of search.
The late Austin Abbott, wliose many-sided culture and exerience made him
proficient in both the practical working f the law and the theories of its formation and exposifion, says "the two chief processes in legal research into the state
of the authorities on a given question are discrimination to separate cas" which may
be distimguishable and recollation to bring together those that bear precisely on the
question, arranging them so that thev will justly support or qualify or contrast with
each other. The immense multipficitv of authorities require thorough arLalysis
and classification lest we be lost in a fabyrintli of contrasts. Imperfect classification is not inerely a defect in fhe restilt of research, U is a hind-rance in the process
of researcli."

